Hello
In this issue we summarize our news from NAB and announce new webinars.
Do you have an HD Radio™ or Translator user case you'd like to share? We'd love to hear from you!
Every qualifying story will be entered to win your choice of an iPad mini, a Sonus Play:1 wireless speaker
or an Amazon Echo. Odds of winning is usually around 1 in 5!
We are especially interested in stories related to the current wave of HD Radio installs that have occurred
over the last 18 months. Or possibly you are doing some interesting things with HD Radio formats or
ways to monetize your digital channels? We’re also interested in translator stories.
Submit your story and we'll publish it in a future issue.
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Chuck's Reflections on NAB
Apart from the fun of seeing so
many friends, and the agony of
the toes each evening, I was
struck at this year’s NAB by the
feeling that somehow, HD
RadioTM has turned a corner.
In past years, HD Radio was an
important technology in certain
Introducing NX3 & NX15 >

markets with the destination
of analog plus HD1, HD2 and HD3 and maybe some traffic data. This
year though, there was all that, plus two new ideas, both spawned
from the fertile mind of our Philipp Schmid.
Read More >
Watch our NAB Videos >

Andy's NUG Meeting WrapUp
With over 300 in attendance at
this year’s annual NUG@NAB
event, it was fantastic to see
such large participation from
our customers and was a
wonderful opportunity to meet
with both old and new friends.
I met customers who’ve never missed a NUG meeting and said it’s the
SuperPower AM and FM >

MUSTattend part of NAB, others came by our booth to apologize for
missing it for the first time. Our presenters were well received; we were
told they accurately reflected what’s happening at Nautel and in the
industry.
Read More >
Download the NUG Presentations >

Christy's PostNAB Training WrapUp
Nautel hosted another successful PostNAB Training session
welcoming 18 participants from the United States, Canada, Brazil,
ATSC 3.0 >

Mexico and the Philippines to our head office in Hackett’s Cove, Nova
Scotia.

View All Webinars >

Win an iPad, Sonus or Echo*

In this annual event, participants spend three days hearing from
experts at Nautel covering a variety of topics. However, we think the
best part of the training is the conversations that happen outside the
classroom. The training provides an opportunity for Nautel users to
share their own tipsntricks with each other outside the classroom.
Learn More >

Announcing New Webinars
Introducing the NX3 and NX15, the latest members of the NX
Series
* Submit a qualifying story about

Wed, Jun 8, 2016 12:00 PM  1:00 PM EDT

your experience with a Nautel HD

Please join host Chuck Kelly and guest Alex Morash to learn about

Radio Solution or a VS Series

the latest members of the NX Series AM/MW including a live

Translator and you'll be entered to

demonstration. Register Now >

win an iPad mini, a Sonus Play:1
wireless speaker or an Amazon
Echo. Odds of winning are usually
around 1 in 5! Submit your story >

SuperPower AM and FM
Wed, Jun 22, 2016 12:00 PM  1:00 PM EDT
Join presenter Chuck Kelly and guests Wendell Lonergan and Tim
Hardy in this informative overview of very high power AM/MW and FM
deployments that test the mettle of broadcast engineers worldwide.

Top Facebook Links

Register Now >

ATSC 3.0: The most disruptive year
Wed, Jul 13, 2016 12:00 PM  1:00 PM EDT
Join host Fred Baumgartner as he introduces the changes that ATSC
3.0 brings to electronic media, and what the likely impact is to the
PostNAB Training Graduates >

business of broadcasting. Register Now >

Tips 'n Tricks by Jeff Welton
Jeff covers some postNAB musings
including; the NUG meeting, Safety, HD
Radio™ power and headroom,
Nautel's Annual NUG Meeting >

Translators, and a few “things seen on the
road” during Jeff's postNAB 10day road
trip.
Read More >
Submissions for this Tips 'n Tricks column are encouraged and if
published you'll receive a Nautel Tshirt. Submissions should be typed

NAB 50Year Attendance Award >

and emailed, with high resolution photos, to info@nautel.com using
the subject line Tips 'n Tricks.

Upcoming Events

LPFM Corner by Christy Lynn White

BCAB, May 17–19

With Spring here, it’s build season for

Penticton, BC, Canada

many LPFM groups trying to get on the air

Broadcast Asia, May 31 – June 3
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

for the summer, and Nautel is here to help.
We are currently offering new LP stations
an Orban Inside processing card at no

LAB/MAB, June 12

charge with the purchase of their

New Orleans, MS

transmitter. Learn more here >

IBC, Sept 913

The VS transmitter’s Advanced User

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Interface (AUI) offers a range of features that users are taking

Radio Show, Sept 2123
Nashville, TN

advantage of; offering builtin instrumentation, metering, logging and
more. Check out the AUI features in this video, or read AUI
testimonials from users at the bottom of this page.
If you are interested in learning more about the Nautel VS300LP

Latest Software
All latest software updates

transmitter for LPFM please contact Christy White directly at 1877
6628835 or christy.white@nautel.com

are now available at
Nautel.com >

TV Update by Fred Baumgartner
Between repack and ATSC 3.0, the next
few years are likely the most tempestuous
in North American broadcast’s brief
century. It didn’t go without notice among
some at NAB that the new TV might be a
path for good old radio too. In this issue
Fred explains why.
Read More >
Submissions for this TV Update column are encouraged and if
published you'll receive a Nautel Tshirt. So please give Fred a call at
3033257988, or better yet, drop a note to FredB@Nautel.com.
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